22nd Annual Whitaker

St. Louis Filmmakers Showcase

cinemastlouis.org

July 15-17 & 22-24, 2022 | Washington University’s Brown Hall Auditorium

Proud to support local filmmakers through
Master Classes and the annual Essy Award.

The Chellappa-Vedavalli Foundation is dedicated to promoting
global understanding and alleviating poverty through
arts education and entrepreneurship.
Learn more at facebook.com/Chellappa-Vedavalli-Foundation.
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t. Louis
Scelebrity
guides

There’s never been a better time to plan a trip to St. Louis
and these familiar faces can be your guides to all of the
best places to visit! From world-class attractions and
museums to the best restaurants and stores, these native
St. Louisans are the “experts” on all things St. Louis.
To learn more about their favorite places, please visit
explorestlouis.com/intheknow.

Sterling K. Brown
The Adventure Expert

You may know him as Randal
Pearson on NBC’s This is Us,
but Emmy award-winning
actor Sterling K. Brown grew
up in St. Louis. From the
Gateway Arch to The Magic
House, Sterling knows
all the best places for funfilled adventures in St. Louis.

JENNA FISCHER
The Culture Expert

Best known as Pam on
the hit show The Office,
Jenna Fischer is proud to
call St. Louis home. From the
stunning Cathedral Basilica to
the renowned Saint Louis Art
Museum, Jenna is the perfect
guide to all the best in arts
and culture.

JOHN GOODMAN
The Dining & Nightlife Expert

Did you know that beloved actor John Goodman
grew up in the Afton area of St. Louis? John will
help you discover the great St. Louis dishes you
have to try and the amazing live music scene.

andy cohen
The Shopping Expert

The host of Bravo’s Watch
What Happens Live grew
up in the Clayton area of
St. Louis and is an avid
St. Louis Cardinals fan.
Andy is your guide to great
shopping from outlets to
boutiques in quaint neighborhoods.

jenifer lewis
The Theatre Expert

Broadway, film and tv star
Jenifer Lewis calls St. Louis
her hometown and she will
help you discover the amazing theatre and performing
arts scene in St. Louis. From
the Fabulous Fox to the Black
Rep, Jenifer knows where to
catch the hottest shows.
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Cinema St. Louis members. (All credit-card
and handling fees are incorporated
into the ticket price.) Admission to the
Closing-Night Awards Party at Blueberry
Hill’s Duck Room is free, but a donation is
requested. All master classes are free, but
registration is required.

“Ethan and Edna,”
see Comedy
Shorts, p. 12

Advance Tickets

Tickets may be purchased in advance
online through Eventive on the Cinema St.
Louis website. Student discounts can only
be obtained in person at the box office
because ID is required.

Passes

22nd Annual Whitaker

St. Louis Filmmakers Showcase
The Whitaker St. Louis Filmmakers Showcase, an annual presentation of the
nonprofit Cinema St. Louis, serves as the area’s primary venue for films made by local
artists. The Showcase screens works that were written, directed, edited, or produced
by St. Louis natives or films with strong local ties.
The 14 film programs that screen at Washington University’s Brown Hall Auditorium
from July 15-17 and 22-24 serve as the Showcase’s centerpiece. In addition, the event
features a quartet of livestreamed master classes — the legal-issues class is also available as an in-person event — and the Closing-Night Awards Party at Blueberry Hill’s
Duck Room.
The film programs range from full-length fiction and documentary features to multifilm compilations of fiction, documentary, and experimental shorts. The programs with
feature films include post-screening Q&As with the filmmakers and/or subjects.

Blueberry Hill’s Duck Room
6504 Delmar Blvd.
Closing-Night Awards Party
on July 24, 7-11 PM
Capes Sokol
8182 Maryland Avenue, 15th Floor
Master Class: Legal Issues on July 21,
5:30 PM

Covid-19 Policies

Cinema St. Louis is not requiring proof
of vaccination during the Showcase. We
continue to recommend masks, especially
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The master classes will be offered as
livestreams at specific times/dates. These
events will be free, but registration at our
website is required. Cinemastlouis.org
provides a brief instructional video for
signing up with our virtual-streaming and
ticketing partner, Eventive.

Concessions

for those who are not vaccinated and
boosted, but they are not required, so
guests should take the precautions that
make them feel most comfortable. All
policies may be adjusted in response to
changing conditions.

Cinema St. Louis will sell popcorn, snacks,
and candy at Brown Hall. There are also
two vending machines near the auditorium. No drinks are available for purchase,
so please feel free to bring your own water or soft drinks (in cans or plastic bottles
only). Absolutely NO alcoholic beverages
are allowed. Please help keep the space
tidy for our other guests by cleaning up
after yourselves.

Tickets

Information

Tickets for film programs from July 15-17
& 22-24 at Washington U.’s Brown Hall
Auditorium are $15 each; $12 for s tudents
with valid and current photo ID and
Danforth
University
Center

Edison
Theatre

Psychology
Building

For more information, contact
Chris Clark at 314-289-4152 or
chris@cinemastlouis.org.

Brown Hall
Auditorium
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Hillman
Hall
S K I N K E R B LV D

Washington University’s
Brown Hall Auditorium
Forsyth & Skinker boulevards
(see map for details)
Film Programs from July 15-17 & 22-24

Livestreams

O LY M P I A N W AY

Venues

A Five-Film Pass is $60, $50 for CSL
members. To purchase a pass, visit
cinemastlouis.org. Passes offer great
value and flexibility: A Five-Film Pass
represents a savings of $15, and it
can be used to purchase multiple
tickets for a single show.

F O R S Y T H B LV D

Sponsors

Cinema St. Louis Board
Officers
David Johnson, Chair
Barry Albrecht, Vice Chair & Treasurer
Wilmetta Toliver-Diallo, Secretary
Executive Committee
Srikant Chellappa
Andrew Leonard
April Powell
Shannon Smock
Joni Tackette
Board Members
Delcia Corlew
Kathy Corley
Haliday Douglas
Jay Kerley
Roy H. Kramer
Monique McKinney
Colin O’Brien
Paul A. Randolph
Jane Robert

Cinema St. Louis Staff

Bree Maniscalco, Executive Director
Chris Clark, Artistic Director
Brian Spath, Operations Supervisor
Kayla McCulloch, Social Media Coordinator
Marla Stoker Ballenger, PR Consultant
Brett Smith, Web Designer
Andrew Wyatt, The Lens Editor
Joshua Ray, The Lens Podcast Host
Cliff Froehlich, Programming Consultant

Showcase Juries

Documentaries/Experimental Films
Gayle Gallagher
Tiffany Greenwood
Cait Lore
Ben Scholle
Stephen Tronicek
Narratives
Paul Hibbard
Cate Marquis
Joseph Tronicek
Lynn Venhaus
Wyatt Weed

Showcase Program
Tom Carlson, Designer
Cliff Froehlich, Copy Editor
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Master Classes
The Showcase will offer a series of four
master classes on various aspects of filmmaking. Three of the master classes will
be offered exclusively as livestreams, but
recordings of the presentations will also
be archived and available on Cinema St.
Louis’ YouTube channel. The fourth, Master Class: Legal Issues, will be available
as both an in-person presentation at the
Capes Sokol law firm and a livestream.
The master classes are sponsored by
the Chellappa-Vedavalli Foundation,
which also is underwriting a $500 juried
prize for the Best Showcase Film.

All master classes are free, but registration
is required to participate.
10-11:30 AM, SATURDAY, JULY 16

Master Class: Missouri
Stories Production Lab’s
Short Films Showcase

The Missouri Film Office’s new Missouri
Stories Production Lab brings to life short
films set in the world of winning scripts
from the Missouri Stories Scriptwriting
Fellowship. The writers participate as
producers and experience all aspects of
production. Completed films will be submitted to film festivals across the country
to shine a spotlight on Missouri locations
and talent. Andrea Sporcic Klund, head of
the Missouri Film Office, will host a panel
discussion with the writer/producers and
directors of the first two finished projects: “Boy Mom” (based on “No Man’s
Land,” the winning screenplay in the 2016
Missouri Stories; filmed in Kansas City in
October 2021) and “Lights” (based on
“Flyover,” the winning pilot script in the
2018 Missouri Stories; filmed in Columbia
in December 2021). The program includes
both films and a short behind-the-scenes
video about the Production Lab project.
ANDREA SPORCIC KLUND,
MODERATOR Andrea has been
representing Missouri to the
film industry for over 20 years.
She has helped coordinate
production logistics for 30-plus
feature films and hundreds of
television segments and series, including the
feature films “Up in the Air,” “Winter’s Bone,” and
“Gone Girl,” and the TV series “Sharp Objects” and
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“Ozark.” In 2014, she launched the Missouri Stories
Scriptwriting Fellowship program and then in 2021
the Missouri Stories Production Lab. Before joining
the film office, she spent eight years with Cinema
St. Louis, the producers of the St. Louis International
Film Festival.
MEG PHILLIPS CRESPY,
“LIGHTS” WRITER/
PRODUCER Meg is a
Missouri-based writer and
composer. In addition to
numerous plays and musicals,
she has authored a book and
a web series. Her full-length play “Mostly Sweet”
was selected as part of Cherry Lane Theatre’s
“Tongues” series in 2013, and she was named a
Fellow in the 2018 Missouri Stories International
Screenwriting Competition with a TV pilot she
wrote based on that play. As a composer, Meg’s
works include “Lady Parts,” a song cycle for
female-identifying performers that was performed
at the University of Missouri and sponsored by
Women’s & Gender Studies. She also has been
commissioned to write incidental music for the MU
Theatre Department and original musicals for full
production by a Missouri theater company. In 2019,
“The Zenith Escape,” for which she composed
music, was awarded first place in the Jackie White
National Children’s Playwriting Competition.
MICHELLE DAVIDSON, “BOY
MOM” CO-WRITER/
PRODUCER Michelle is a
five-time regional Emmy
Award-winning writer,
director, producer, TV
host,and actor. Her film work
includes co-writing with director Patrick Rea the
feature film “Arbor Demon,” which starred Fiona
Dourif and Jake Busey. The thriller had a limited
North American theatrical release through Gravitas
Ventures. Michelle was a writer on Seasons 3 and 4
of the CBS family-friendly TV show “The Inspectors.” On the small screen, Michelle hosted the TV
shows “Kansas City Live” (NBC affiliate) and
“CinemaKC” (PBS affiliate). She is the president of
the Missouri Motion Media Association.
JEFFREY FIELD, “BOY MOM”
CO-WRITER/PRODUCER
Jeffrey is a six-time Academy
Nicholl Fellowship semifinalist
for his solo scripts “Don’t Go
There” (2019), “Waiting
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Games” (2018), “Jacksonville” (2014), “Bobby da
Bomb and the Short Putts” (2013), and “Pop Hit”
(2012) and for “No Man’s Land,” co-written with
Michelle Davidson. He was the 2015 ScreenCraft
Fellowship winner, the 2012 PAGE International
Screenwriting Awards Bronze Prize winner for
Drama, a 2015 Slamdance Screenplay Competition finalist, and the first-ever winner of the PAGE
Fellowship to the Stowe Story Labs in Stowe, Vt.
LIZZIE GERMANN, “LIGHTS”
DIRECTOR Lizzie is a writer
and director originally from
Columbia, Mo. She holds an
M.F.A. in writing and
producing for television from
Loyola Marymount University
and worked in entertainment before relocating to
Missouri in 2019. She is passionate about
supporting and creating complex, women-centered
narratives. Her directorial work has been shown in
festivals across the country, including the half-hour
independent pilot “Crescendo,” which premiered
at the 2020 Woods Hole Film Festival, and “The
Sidelines,” which was nominated for Best Webisode
at the 2019 Austin Comedy Film Festival.
COLLIN SCHIFFLI, “BOY
MOM” DIRECTOR Collin’s
feature directorial debut,
“Animals,” won a Grand Jury
award at the 2014 SXSW Film
Festival and was distributed
by Oscilloscope Laboratories
and Showtime. Collin’s follow-up feature, “All
Creatures Here Below,” which starred Karen Gillan,
David Dastmalchian, Jennifer Morrison, and
David Koechner, was released by the Samuel
Goldwyn Company in 2019 and received critical
acclaim, including a New York Times Critic’s Pick.
Collin continues to explore new genres with the
hyper-stylized action romance “Die in a Gunfight”
(2021), which was distributed by Lionsgate and
starred Alexandra Daddario, Diego Boneta, Travis
Fimmel, Justin Chatwin, and Emmanuelle Chiriqui.
1-2:30 PM SATURDAY, JULY 16

Master Class: Editing

Since growing up in the 314, Doc Crotzer
and Joe Leonard have directed, produced, and edited hundreds of hours
of scripted television and feature films
that have appeared in theaters and on
networks such as Amazon, FX, HBO,

Netflix, and Starz. They were nominated
together for an American Cinema Editors
Award for their work on “Glee.” In the
class, they will discuss how to be effective and efficient visual storytellers and
creative problem-solvers. They will share
extensive knowledge about editing and
how it informs decision-making in many
other aspects of filmmaking, including
writing and directing. Whether you are
a seasoned filmmaker or just starting
out, this session will provide you with
useful advice, theories, anecdotes, clips,
demonstrations, and insight. Raw footage
donated by our co-sponsor will be edited
and used as part of the presentation.
Co-sponsored by EditMentor and EditStock

DOC CROTZER A filmmaking
Swiss Army knife, Doc has
directed, produced, and
edited studio feature films,
award-winning television
series, and immersive
documentaries. He draws
from his wide-ranging experience in production
and postproduction to tell cinematic stories that
remain grounded in human emotion, regardless of
the medium. His encyclopedic knowledge of editing
allows him to shoot efficiently and creatively while
inspiring confidence from collaborators on both
sides of the camera. His favorite part of filmmaking
is collaborating with actors and crew members to
create something in which the sum is truly greater
than any of its parts. Doc’s instincts and work ethic
are trusted at the highest levels, and he often
quietly works as a “fixer” on studio films and TV
shows that need fresh eyes to reach their fullest
potential. A musician himself, Doc has edited more
than 100 music videos and excels in bringing
stories to life that incorporate music and visual
effects. Doc was nominated for an Emmy for his
work directing a web series and nominated for ACE
and HPA awards for his work on the TV show
“Glee.” He is a proud member of the Directors Guild
of America, American Cinema Editors, and the
Television Academy of Arts & Sciences.
JOE LEONARD Joe Leonard is
a St. Louis native currently
living in Los Angeles. He went
to John Burroughs School and
is a graduate of NYU’s Tisch
School of the Arts film and
television program. Joe wrote
and directed the independent feature “How I Got
Lost,” shot in New York and his hometown of
Kirkwood, which screened in the New Filmmakers
Forum at the St. Louis International Film Festival in

2009. As a union television editor in Hollywood,
Joe has cut shows such as “Glee,” “Empire,” “The
Man in the High Castle,” “Star,” “Chambers,” “Mr.
Robot,” “Briarpatch,” and most recently the
Watergate drama “Gaslit,” starring Julia Roberts
and Sean Penn, on Starz. He cut the independent
film “3 Days of Normal” and the Blumhouse
meta-horror flick “The Town That Dreaded
Sundown.” Joe has also directed numerous short
films and an episode of “Star” with Queen Latifah.
He is a member of the American Cinema Editors
(ACE) and the Directors Guild of America (DGA).
1-2 PM, SUNDAY, JULY 17

Master Class: Development

You have a great idea for a film. Now
what? The development stage is the first
step in any film production, whether a
student project, an indie film, or studio blockbuster. In development, your
story will take shape and influence your
decisions regarding budget, principal
photography, and eventually distribution.
In a discussion moderated by Cinema St.
Louis artistic director Chris Clark, Shayna
Cohen — the development supervisor for
DreamWorks — will discuss the development process and focus on how to turn
your great idea into a great film.
SHAYNA COHEN Shayna is a
filmmaker from St. Louis. She
fell in love with movies at the
age of 10 when her father
snuck her into a midnight
showing of “The Rocky Horror
Picture Show.” Blanketed in
the cool, dark air of the Shady Oak, she knew
something magical was happening. “Rocky Horror”
managed to bring different types of people
together: It could make people laugh and dance and
throw things at the screen in mass hysteria. As her
brain synapses fired all at once, she knew this is
what films were meant to do: to inspire your senses
to feel hunger, frenzy, love, or lust. Attending
American University for her undergraduate degree,
Shayna focused on documentary filmmaking. Her
documentary work was largely influenced by the
2008 presidential election and local subcultures.
Moving to the West Coast, she went to Chapman
University’s graduate film-production program and
won a Student DGA award in November 2014 for her
thesis film, “Gefilte Fish.” Since then, Shayna has
written and directed multiple projects that have
taken her around the world, including India, China,
and Israel. After working at Nickelodeon for the TV
shows “iCarly” and “Victorious,” Shayna moved
over to DreamWorks Animation in the story/edit

department. Almost a decade later, Shayna is the
development supervisor for theatrical feature films.
While Shayna helps develop films for DreamWorks,
she continues to write and develop her own
personal projects.
5:30-7 PM THURSDAY, JULY 21

Master Class: Legal Issues
Capes Sokol, 8182 Maryland Ave., 15th Floor

During this master class — which will be
held in person but also available as a
livestream — Capes Sokol’s Entertainment
& Media attorneys will share their insights
on the legal needs of filmmakers, including business formation, deal structure,
network and distribution contracts, talent
agreements, production legal, rights
acquisition and clearance, licensing, and
copyright and trademark protection. The
class will be led by Pete Salsich III and
Kara L. Lambert. Check-in begins at 5 PM,
and the class is followed by a happy hour
from 6:30-7 PM.
Directions: There is paid parking at the
garage of 8182 Maryland Ave. and metered parking
on the street. To reach the Capes Sokol offices,
enter the lobby, follow the sign pointing to the
Regions Centre, and go up the stone steps or ramp;
enter the building marked Regions Centre and go
up the elevator to the 15th floor.
PETE SALSICH III Known as
The Screen Lawyer, Pete is an
experienced intellectual-property attorney whose practice
is focused on advising large
and small companies and
entrepreneurs regarding the
creation, protection, and use of intellectual
property, in both litigation and transactional
counseling, particularly in the media, technology,
and entertainment industries. Pete has represented
television production companies, independent film
projects, and independent producers in connection
with their business formation, deal structure,
network contracts, publishing contracts, rights
acquisition, IP licensing, and copyright and
trademark protection.
KARA L. LAMBERT Kara
focuses her practice on
Entertainment and Media,
including name, image, and
likeness deals and production
legal, as well as intellectual
property and corporate
matters, including trademarks, commercial
transactions, and business-entity formation.
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“Tim Hawkins:
Professional Moron,”
see Documentary
Shorts

Awards
7-11 PM SUNDAY, JULY 24

Closing-Night
Awards Party

Blueberry Hill’s Duck Room,
6504 Delmar Blvd.
Free (donations are requested at the door)

Cinema St. Louis announces the
Showcase films chosen for inclusion
in the Whitaker St. Louis International
Film Festival, and juries give awards
to the best Showcase films, including
a $500 prize — underwritten by the
Chellappa-Vedavalli Foundation —
to the Best Showcase Film. Complimentary beer from Urban Chestnut
Brewing Company and a cash bar
are available for attendees who are
21 or older. A DJ and some surprise
entertainment will be featured before
the awards ceremony, which will
begin at 9 PM.
Sponsored by Capes Sokol

Film Programs
All film programs are at Washington
University’s Brown Hall Auditorium.
Shorts in multi-film programs are listed
alphabetically, not in the order screened.
Feature films will be followed by Q&As.

Friday, July 15
6 PM

Documentary Shorts
101 min.

My Ozarks

Jason Brasier, Sean Loftin & Ian McGee, 44 min.

A series of nine short documentaries
offer intimate portraits of real people and
places in the eastern Missouri Ozarks.
The Outlander

Dominik Espey & Matthew Gargiula, 17 min.

John and Toni are essentially homeless
but eke out a thrifty and fulfilling life on
the downtown riverfront.
Tim Hawkins: Professional Moron
Christina Russell, 12 min.

After getting swept up in the whirlwind of
his career, local comedian Tim Hawkins
had to slow his life down to learn the
meaning of true success.
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We Work for the Purple Space

Patrick Delhougne & Nyara Williams, 25 min.

Overcoming social anxiety and a strong
hatred for shoes, singer Zida Lioness
sacrifices, suffers, and ultimately
succeeds in her quest to reach “The
Purple Space” with the support of family
and friends.
Who Is Syd?

Gabriel Hunter Sheets, 3 min.

Syd discusses their experience with
depression, derealization, and coming
to terms with their gender identity and
sexuality.
8:45 PM

Thriller Shorts
114 min.

Bootycall

Pelan Le, 7 min.

Every online dater’s worst nightmare: a
booty call gone horribly and dangerously
wrong.
The Contract

Aaron McLaughlin, 10 min.

A mysterious man attempts to reconcile
with the consequences of his actions.

we’re willing to go to protect the ones we
love. The harrowing journey it chronicles
harkens back to classic American films
that use a small-town story to tell a larger
tale about us all. Director Millner and producing partner Irina Gorovaia, who also
plays Tina in the film, are alums of the
2019 St. Louis International Film Festival
with their short film “A Magnificent Gray.”

“Interstellar
Gunslinger,” see
Thriller Shorts

With director Millner and producer/co-star
Gorovaia.

8:30 PM

All Gone Wrong
Josh Guffey, 100 min.

Dementia 29

Ben Manhanke, 25 min.

A young woman uses her unique psychic
powers to make ends meet.
Friendly Competition
Dominic Regazzi, 10 min.

A lonesome drug dealer ends a streak of
lonely nights when his favorite customer
decides to stick around to play a board
game.
Interstellar Gunslingers
Nate Carroll, 3 min.

A former cavalry scout and lawman is
challenged to an out-of-this-world duel for
his gold-mine claim.
Intruder

Gabriel Hunter Sheets, 5 min.

After a drunk man returns home, he quickly realizes that he’s mistakenly entered
the wrong apartment, but before he has a
chance to leave, mysterious noises from
upstairs lure him further inside.
No Frog Eyes Shine

Eric Wolfgang Nelson, 37 min.

The lead runner of a moonshine crew
Hungry Dog Blues

does a cash drop at a mystery woman’s
house, but things take a deadly turn
because of the lure of quick cash.
Paragon

Lupe Medina, 12 min.

When a young woman opens her deceased mother’s music box, a dancer
is possessed by an evil spirit that could
bring about her ruin.
Restroom

Cory Byers, 5 min.

A college student finds herself alone in a
restroom — or is she?

Saturday, July 16
6 PM

Hungry Dog Blues
Jason Millner, 75 min.

In this neo-Western crime thriller set in
rural Missouri, two estranged half-brothers kidnap the lead witness against
their incarcerated father to prove his
innocence. The film explores just how far

After a rookie cop is killed in a drug bust
gone wrong, his veteran partner (Chris
Halverson) is put on leave. Embarking
on an unauthorized investigation, he
uncovers a pervasive narcotics network
operating under the surface of a rural
town. Filming in St. Louis with a host of
top-notch local actors and crew, writer/
director Josh Guffey turns in a superb,
high-octane thriller that features Tony
Todd of “Candyman” in a central role. The
origins of Guffey’s film can be traced to
a true story related by a colleague of his
police-officer sister. The case involved an
especially talented undercover cop who
went into an Illinois town alone to dismantle the narcotics trade — all without
the help (or even knowledge) of the local
police. Months later, after a host of arrests, he left the organized drug network
in disarray. Touching on many of today’s
critical issues, including race, corruption,
criminal-justice reform, civil forfeiture,
and cycles of incarceration, “All Gone
Wrong” incorporates all that Guffey has
learned in the 15 years since first hearing
that catalyzing story. The film premiered
at the 2021 St. Louis International Film
Festival.
With director Guffey and members of the
cast and crew.

All Gone Wrong
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Winemaking in
Missouri: A WellCultivated History

Sunday, July 17
3 PM

Winemaking in
Missouri: A WellCultivated History

Catherine Anys Neville & Chris Roider, 60 min.

Catherine Neville, the Emmy-winning
producer and host of Nine Networks’
“tasteMAKERS,” and co-director Chris
Roider trace the nearly 200-year history of Missouri’s rich winemaking past.
Their documentary features winemakers
and experts detailing the evolution of
what was — and is again today — one of
the state’s leading industries. Weaving
together historic images with in-depth
interviews, “Winemaking in Missouri”
touches on winemaking’s inflection
points across the decades. Among those
featured: Jon Held from Stone Hill Winery, Pat and Peter Hofherr from St. James
Winery, Angie Geis of Noboleis Vineyards, Annie Gunn’s sommelier Glenn
Bardgett, and Kansas City-based author
and wine consultant Doug Frost (who is
one of only four people in the world to
hold the dual titles of Master Sommelier
and Master of Wine).
With co-directors Neville and Roider.

5 PM

A New Home
Joseph Puleo, 57 min.

This informative documentary tells the
story of the Bosnian refugees who fled
to St. Louis in the early ’90s, examining their impact on our community and
offering a retrospective overview of the
war and resulting genocide. The St. Louis
area is home to more displaced Bosnians
than any other city in the world — per-

haps more than 75,000. This 30-year diaspora has benefited the metro area in a
multiplicity of ways. On a practical front,
the influx of population has contributed
substantially to the area’s tax base, but
the impact is far greater from a human
perspective, with the Bosnians generously sharing their culture and helping
to make St. Louis a more welcoming and
diverse place. The film features interviews with such local authorities as Anna
Crosslin, who headed the International
Institute as it facilitated the massive
resettlement effort, and former St. Louis
Mayor Francis Slay. “A New Home” is
director Puleo’s much anticipated follow-up to his wildly popular “America’s
Last Little Italy: The Hill,” which screened
virtually during the 2020 editions of both
the Showcase and the St. Louis International Film Festival.
With director Puleo.
Sponsored by International Institute
of St. Louis

A New
Home

Night Life
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7:30 PM

Night Life

Seth Ferranti, 70 min.

This call-to-action documentary tells the
inspiring story of the Rev. Kenneth McKoy, known to St. Louis as the “Pastor of
the Streets.” McKoy’s Nightlife Ministry,
whose participants walk the streets of
North St. Louis at night, fights an epidemic of mental illness and drug addition, actively interrupting gun violence
in a city notoriously known for being
one of the murder capitals of America.
McKoy’s motto: “Our love for our people
and belief in our convictions is stronger
than our own fear of death.” The film, a
culmination of two years of filming and
three years of editing, features more
than 25 interviews and gripping vérité
footage of the ministry’s nighttime interventions. Although it vividly documents
the North Side’s poverty and homelessness, its drug addicts and dealers, its

Space Race

“a love letter to
Brian, Lesley,
and Michelle,”
see Animated &
Experimental
Shorts

Shane Dioneda, 6 min.

Two competing astronauts race to claim
the moon for themselves.
The Tattoo Artist

Matthew Alexander Purkaple, 2 min.

A unique tattoo artist makes his way to
work.
World Skin

Van McElwee, 7 min.

A dream of ancestors dreaming
— a dream of their soft nostalgias and
murmurs from the underworld.
gangbangers and prostitutes, the film is
also filled with hope, love, consideration,
and caring.
With director Ferranti and subject McKoy.

Friday, July 22
6 PM

Animated
& Experimental Shorts
120 min.

Autumn Swim
Josh Herum, 7 min.

A man deals with the aftermath of a failed
relationship.
Cost

Erin Laine, 7 min.

This silent film examines the emotional
cost of a lifetime of abuse to a woman by
a high-school bully, a neglectful lover, and
a narcissistic friend.

a love letter to Brian, Lesley,
and Michelle
Hettie Barnhill, 62 min.

This experimental documentary about
Black lives covers topics such as white
fragility, diversity and inclusion, anti-Blackness, anti-queerness, and racial
fear, forcing viewers to step outside of
their own experience and into bodies that
continue to be brutalized, objectified, and
minimized within America.
The Lungs

Zlatko Cosic, 5 min.

A reflection on the climate crisis, deforestation, and the devastating damages to
the lungs of the Earth.
Sand Against Steel (2020 Vision Remix)
Matt Pitzer, 5 min.

This dreamy music video for Final Veil’s
song “Sand Against Steel (2020 Vision
Remix)” features a cello solo by Ranya
Iqbal and belly dancing by Cora Camille,
Sumaiya, Anna Bahn, and Jazz Jones.

With “a love letter” director Barnhill.

8:45 PM

Drama Shorts 1
118 min.
4x4

Andrew Berger, 4 min.

A young man feels defeated by his severe
OCD, while his frustrated therapist attempts to help him make a breakthrough.
Are You Vaccinated?
Lacey Turner, 13 min.

While waiting for a job interview, Anita is
privy to an intense discussion.
Back of House

Charles Mahood, 10 min.

Elsie uncovers her manager’s true intentions regarding their romantic relationship
as the café is facing a pandemic-related
shutdown.

Enjoy It All

Jerod Michael Welker, 6 min.

Two young brothers stumble on a graveyard in the middle of winter and realize
their own mortality.
(a human) being
Pier Marton, 5 min.

A personal essay on our addiction to
images and sounds.

“pieces,”
see Drama
Shorts 1

Island Hopping
Michael Long, 6 min.

A character learns that the only way
to survive in an island world is to keep
hopping (and hoping) from one island to
the next.
22ND ANNUAL WHITAKER ST. LOUIS FILMMAKERS SHOWCASE
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Cringe

Leo Ramsey, 24 min.

A headfirst dive into an abyss of toxic
masculinity involving an online child predator waiting for an underage date.
Daddy’s Little Princess
Lacey Turner, 19 min.

After attempting to make a decision that
will define his life forever, Carlos gets the
chance to become acquainted with his
daughter.
Hooky

Steve Curley, 18 min.

On the first day back from the Covid
lockdown, two high-school students make
a last-minute decision to ditch class, but
before leaving the school grounds, they
befriend a troubled classmate.
Icarus

Cole I. Anderson, 6 min.

A young, ambitious dancer pushes
through her ankle injury to prepare for an
upcoming competition.
pieces

Adam Stephenson, 13 min.

An exploration of the quiet, still moments
that occur when we experience loss.
Rain Must Fall
Adam Eller, 11 min.

The story of a couple and their 60-year
marriage.

Saturday, July 23
4 PM

Drama Shorts 2
92 min.

Hold Me, Don’t Touch Me
Adrian Todd Zuniga, 9 min.

On a freezing London evening, Aidy —
who is disconsolate over the death of her
child — skips grief counseling and enters
a pub, where an eager but ill-equipped
stranger is intent on helping her.
No Need for a Canvas
Helion Iyad Ng Ruiz, 16 min.

A minor dispute and an overwhelming
passion for art brings an outspoken
student and a reserved gallery tour guide
together.

12 |

“No Need for a
Canvas,” see Drama
Shorts 2

Papa

Lluc Bonnin Sogorb, 17 min.

Theresa is delighted to receive acceptance letters from major colleges, but her
happy moment is cut short by her father’s
diagnosis of terminal cancer.

“I Must Confess,”
see Comedy
Shorts

The Path of Flowers
Lupe Medina, 16 min.

A Mexican-American family re-learns how
to celebrate Día de los Muertos after a
loved one dies in Mexico and they’re kept
from traveling by Covid-19 travel bans.
Presents

Jessie Klearman, 19 min.

cal tale of love and forgiveness.
Dance It Off! Starring David Suede
Christoper Weingart, 11 min.

Lena uses her 10th birthday party as a
disguise to host a seance to contact her
father, who died before she was born.

The son of an ’80s fitness legend who
dreams of reconciling with his absentee
father finally gets the chance to face him
in a dance-off.

Windows

Ethan and Edna

As their relationship collapses, a woman
struggles in her daily routine with an
abusive partner.

After being dumped by his girlfriend,
a sad sap — with the help of his foulmouthed grandma — must retrieve the
last connection to his ex: a phone charger.

Zayda Mathews, 15 min.

6:15 PM

Comedy Shorts
91 min.

Bird Bullies

Rick Petty, 2 min.

A cautionary tale about birding: An
amateur bird watcher gets bullied for not
knowing his birds.
The Brothers Go to Sleep

Jeremy Hellwig, Amy Milton, Stryker Spurlock & Jon
Venegoni, 20 min.

St. Louis-based sketch comedy group
Fatal Bus Accident returns with a fantasti-
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Andy Compton, 19 min.

The Fourth Wall

Kyle Krieghbaum, 7 min.

Two friends begin to experience some
relationship tension after one attempts to
pitch his idea for a film to the other.
I Must Confess

Christina DeSalvo, 10 min.

An eccentric group of reality-TV stars
discover one of their castmates has been
murdered and must determine who the
killer is or risk becoming the next victim.
Summoning Terry
Mike Feraro, 9 min.

Three twentysomethings summon

Poetry in Motion: St. Louis
Poets Take the Mic

Un-resolved

“Viral” see
Supernatural
Shorts

The Journal of Aleksandr Kuzmich
Alexander Hernandez, 9 min.

Aleksandr Kuzmich, who wants to
understand why he’s targeted by an evil
presence, documents the encounters in
his journal and soon realizes he might be
plagued by more than one monster.
Member’s Mark

Marisa Adelina DeMarini, 10 min.

a demon as payback for a mother’s
punishment.

A severe storm unearths the past and
alternate lives of a Midwestern farmhand.

Ta-Da!

Residual Alibi

A mediocre magician saves the best trick
for last.

A nefarious man pads his alibi with a routine bike ride while entrusting his mistress
to carry out a plot to kill his wife.

Jeffrey Howe, 3 min.

Unseen Wager

Stephen Province & Jessica Stamper, 10 min.

An angel and a demon make a bet on who
will accomplish their goal: save a bar full
of patrons or have them die in a fire.
8:30 PM

Supernatural Shorts
96 min.

The Estate

Josh Thurm, 15 min.

Howard, looking to start a life with his
fiancée and unborn child, attempts to sell
his deceased father’s estate and learns
the secret behind his disappearance.

Bo Sanders, 17 min.

Self-Exposure

Randy Shinn, 12 min.

A woman struggles to connect with her
partner.
Viral

Michael Rich, 13 min.

An overworked auto repairman fights to
survive the night after hitting an unknown
entity in the road.

Sunday, July 24
2 PM

Follow Me

Poetry in Motion:
St. Louis Poets Take the Mic

Sal lost his older brother Marcus to a
mysterious portal in the woods, and he
remains haunted by the unexplained loss.

Filmed in 2020 and 2021, during the
height of the pandemic, this documentary
features riveting spoken-word perfor-

Jordan Hageman & Sam Rozier, 20 min.

Dana Christian, 87 min.

mances from 36 of the most dynamic
poets of the St. Louis region. The film
includes tributes to late St. Louis poet
laureates Shirley Bradley Price LeFlore
and Dr. Michael Castro and performances
by current St. Louis poet laureate Jane
Ibur, East St. Louis poet laureate Dr.
Eugene Redmond, and past youth poet
laureates Grace Ruo and Sarah Abbas.
Jabari Asim, Paul Stroble, Pacia Elaine,
Jason Vasser-Elong, Marsha Cann, and
Olajuwon Davis are among the other
poets featured, and the film includes
appearances by visual artist DL Warfield,
dancer Alicia “Sunshine” Gbaho, and
such local musicians as Stanley Coleman
and Darrell Mixon. The film’s collection
of intergenerational voices crosses color
lines, cultures, religious backgrounds, and
gender and sexual orientations, with the
poets delivering provocative messages
about the pandemic, social justice, police
brutality, race, and mental health.
With director Christian, producer/narrator
Lyah LeFlore-Ituen, and various subjects.

4:30 PM

Un-resolved

Bruce Carlton Cunningham, 167 min.

A gritty, sprawling tale of revenge,
“Un-resolved” plays like a Shakespearean
drama. An ex-convict, just released from
prison, attempts to make up for the lost
time with his youngest daughter, who is
dying, and to reconnect with his oldest
daughter, who has befriended a deadly
enemy from his past. But as he attempts
to do right by his children and start a new,
quieter life, the pull of the streets and fate
have other plans, with multiple storylines
intersecting to create a powder keg with a
dangerously short fuse. The longest work
ever featured in the Showcase, the film
earns every second of its screen time and
will have audiences riveted. Multi-talented director Cunningham also serves as
writer, producer, editor, and co-star.
With director Cunningham and members of
the cast and crew.
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Solving sophisticated
legal problems with
fresh perspectives.
At Capes Sokol, we strive
to find the best solutions
to our clients’ legal
problems and to turn
even complex challenges
into opportunities.
Capes
Capes Sokol
Sokol isis aaproud
proudsponsor
sponsor
of
AnnualWhitaker
Whitaker
of the
the 22nd
21st Annual
St.
FilmmakersShowcase.
Showcase.
St. Louis
Louis Filmmakers
Attorneys at Law • Clayton, Missouri • 314.721.7701 • capessokol.com
Appellate Practice • Business & Finance • Creditors’ Rights • Digital Currency & Blockchain Technology •
Employment • Entertainment & Media • Intellectual Property • Litigation • Real Estate • Tax
Controversy & Litigation • Trusts & Estates • White Collar Criminal Defense & Internal Investigations
The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
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PETE SALSICH III
Of Counsel @ Capes Sokol

Creative Protection

FOR YOUR CREATIVITY.
Production Legal | Production Services Agreements • Appearance & Location
Agreements • Rights Acquisition Agreements (Option Agreements & Life Rights
Agreements) • Talent Agreements • Rights Clearance Review • Fair Use Opinions |
Attachment & Development Agreements | Network & Studio Agreements | Project
Funding Agreements & Structure | Distribution & Licensing Agreements

314.505.5452 • thescreenlawyer.com
The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
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November
November
November
November
1-20,
1-20,
1-20,
2022
1-20,
2022
2022
2022

mofilm.org/mostories
mofilm.org/mostories
mofilm.org/mostories
mofilm.org/mostories

2022 St. Louis Filmmakers Showcase.
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Understanding
Starts Here

Our community needs local journalism that
listens as intently as it informs, that uplifts
voices and builds a more engaged,
empathetic, and empowered society. For
audiences across our region, understanding
starts with the news and programs they hear
on St. Louis Public Radio.

Listen at 

St. Louis Public radio is a listener-supported service of the University of Missouri - St. Louis
22ND ANNUAL WHITAKER ST. LOUIS FILMMAKERS SHOWCASE
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MASTER’S DEGREE IN FILM & MEDIA STUDIES
Study all forms of the moving image in our MA program. Includes opportunities to teach and
curate ﬁlm, television, and digital media.

For more information visit: fms.wustl.edu/graduate

In MeMory
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J. KIM TuccI
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keep art happening.

YOUR gift to the Arts and Education Council
keeps meaningful arts and arts education
happening across our region.

Give today
KeepArtHappening.org

Become a Member Today!
Your membership contribution
provides filmmakers with yearround platforms to share their
stories with audiences of all
ages in our community.
Plus you'll receive access
to St. Louis' most exciting
film events, including
discounted tickets &
passes to CSL's film
festivals.
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Grove Brewery & Bierhall
4465 Manchester Ave

Midtown Brewery & Biergarten
3229 Washington Ave

